AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY and MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES (AFSCME)
REPRESENTING BU 19
AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCCR),
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES (CCHCS)

This Agreement represents an understanding reached by and between the parties regarding the Voluntary Transfer Process (VTP) at Deuel Vocational Institution (DVI) noticed on February 3, 2021. This agreement becomes an addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 19 Memorandum of Understanding. This Agreement expires on December 31, 2021.

A. BU 19 - VTP Relocation:
   1. Employees who participate in the DVI VTP and are awarded a new work location that requires the relocation of their residence fifty (50) miles or greater from their current residence shall be eligible for a one-time relocation in the amount of $1,500.
      a. Employees who are relocating their residence fifty (50) miles or greater from their current residence shall request and be granted a total of twenty-four (24) hours of ATO to seek housing and address other needs related to a relocation. The ATO does not have to be taken consecutively.
      b. Employees who are relocating their residence one-hundred (100) miles or greater from their current residence shall request and be granted a total of thirty-two (32) hours of ATO to seek housing and address other needs related to a relocation. The ATO does not have to be taken consecutively.
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